
Smart, eaSy and efficient maintenance tool for the 
moving head fixtureS
Claypaky, a leading supplier of entertainment solutions, is introducing CloudIO - the first digital maintenance 
solution that enables easier, faster and more precise remote diagnostics and maintenance of moving head 
fixtures.

Diagnosing fixture issues consumes valuable time and resources. Especially when managing hundreds or 
thousands of fixtures in your shop and out on tour. There must be a better way to quickly identify fixture 
problems, collect and record fixture data, and perform routine firmware updates. Claypaky’s CloudIO is a 
cloud-based innovative, state-of-the-art tool capable of managing all these maintenance processes more 
efficiently and accurately. 

www.cloudiobox.tech



Benefits at a glance
Easy and Fast accEss to all inFormation: automatic overview of all fixture information and one click 
firmware update.

livE rEmotE assistancE: technical support staff can view fixture information/status remotely in real time.

cloud data and PrEvEntivE maintEnancE: all data is stored in the cloud, so it is always available. 
Predictive maintenance available based on CloudIO’s data analysis.

usEr FriEndly: a user-friendly graphical user interface provides immediate fixture information and suggestions 
for addressing fixtures issues.

morE FlExibility: all parameters from the connected units can be checked collectively, individually or in 
groups, as required, including lamp life, firmware update, error diagnostics, DMX settings, batch overview and 
maintenance procedures.

morE savings: thanks to all its features, CloudIO saves you the time and resources needed to perform 
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of your Claypaky fixture inventory.

The CloudIO is an IoT device which provides 
technicians with complete diagnostics for most 
Claypaky fixtures in a user-friendly and convenient 
way. The CloudIO is a very compact device, 
equipped with a 7-inch capacitive touch screen 
and easy to understand menus. It has two in/out 
pass-through DMX connections, so it is possible to 
interface with and communicate with up to 31 lights 
connected to the same DMX line. This is useful for 
rental companies, who can connect their lights to the 
CloudIO when they return from a tour to see what 
lights may have issues or update their firmware.

www.cloudiobox.tech


